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Things will never be the same again. There have been fundamental shifts -
both in ourselves as leaders, and for our people - that are changing the way
we work forever.

At the end of 2019 - as we entered a new year and a brand new decade - we at
The Serenity Collective tapped into our brains trust of senior leaders to
discover what it would take for our workplaces to thrive for the next 10 years.

A Tipping Point for Transformation
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The Collective identified 5 pivotal areas for
transformation:



Since then, the world as we know it has been turned upside down.

2020 in Australia kicked off with catastrophic bushfires, followed almost
immediately by an ongoing global health pandemic that has seen entire
countries and economies locked down for months at a time.

Businesses and schools have been closed, hugs and handshakes banned,
entire workforces forced to work from home, and at the same time, working
parents expected to homeschool their kids. 

Rates of domestic violence increased, and many have been forced to seek
Government assistance to merely survive. In June, Australia entered its first
economic recession in 30 years.

Against this extraordinary backdrop, we at The Serenity Collective knew we
had to revisit our research and discover what has changed for our leaders
and our workplaces. Running a series of virtual Think Tanks, we quickly
realised that the impact on our workplaces has been - and continues to be -
immense.

2020 has presented us with many unprecedented challenges. Yet it has also
gifted us immense opportunities. As humans, we’ve taken this opportunity to
slow down, reconnect with ourselves, our families and our communities. And
in our workplaces, we’ve been provided with a laboratory for cultural change
and innovation

In the following pages, we’ll uncover what leaders from 50 organisations
believe are our key priorities for thriving into 2021 and beyond...
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How has our vision for a Thriving Workplace
changed since the crises of 2020? And where to
from here?

Flexible Working: The New Norm

With a workforce yearning for a better way, for years we’ve been discussing
the pros and cons of offering our people more flexibility. 

Whilst we knew there would be benefits, we also had our reservations: How
would we keep the culture strong when our people don’t see each other
every day? Could our systems and technology support everyone working
remotely? And ultimately could our people really be TRUSTED to work
anywhere other than the office?

This year, the worlds’ biggest experiment in remote working took place. As
leaders, we had to look above all of our fears and reservations of what
might happen. We simply had to make it happen - and quickly. Suddenly
teams as large as 20,000 were being deployed to work from home in as
little as a week!

The results were predominantly positive - work got done, the technology
(mostly) sufficiently supported us and most people thrived without the
daily commute and the ability to better integrate work and home life.

But it was not all roses! Expectations of working from home were
sometimes found to be romanticised - with loneliness, overwork and
tension between family being the reality for many.
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Whatever the personal experience, we all agree - there’s no turning back to
the way things were. Not only are continuing restrictions limiting the return
to offices, but our own people are calling for this flexibility to prevail.

Whereas previously the onus was on the employee to prove why they could
work from home, now the employer must prove why employees should
work from the office. And having seen the positive results for ourselves,
most leaders are finally open to empower it.

Yet, we have some big tasks ahead of us to ensure our teams thrive in this
new environment:

Creating a set of guidelines - including who comes in when and how

meetings will work

Re-educating reticent senior leaders to the benefits of flexible

working and building their trust

Designing a seamless and cohesive approach for all - whilst

appreciating the individual needs, preferences and personality style

of each person

What is the sweet spot in the balance between working from home

and remotely for most people?

Does the individual decide when they come into the office, or is it a

‘whole of team’ approach?

Carefully considering how to replicate the best bits of face-to-face

working into the virtual environment, and vise versa



How do we help our people create healthy boundaries whilst

working from home? We need to look after wellbeing and durability

Ensuring the top levels of leadership ‘walk the talk’ and fully embrace

this new way of working for themselves

Harnessing the very best innovative technology that will support

remote working

What are the options for encouraging those ‘water cooler

conversations’ and passive absorption of information in disparate

and remote teams?

The implications for recruitment and new hires - are we no longer

bound by geographic limitations?

How to keep the physical office warm, inviting and buzzy when it’s

half empty
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Courageous Leadership 2.0

The events of this year have stripped the masks off our leaders
everywhere. Our behaviour and the way we’ve led our people through the
crisis has laid bare our true and authentic selves.

Most of us have been pushed way out of our comfort zones and we’ve
been forced to be more courageous than ever before. To innovate, to make
decisions quickly and to TRUST our people to work when, where and how
best suits them to get the job done.

This situation has allowed courageous conversations to happen between
leaders and their people and remote working showed that we were all
human after all. Giving us a precious insight into the home lives of our
leaders and our people - so many of us have kids, pets, and messy kitchen
tables!

And our people have changed too. In some cases, they have become
emboldened - more direct with their needs and a focus on their wellbeing.
In other situations, there is low job security, underemployment and
overwhelm. 

The way we lead will never be the same again. There is no more Business
As Usual. In order to thrive as leaders in the future, we need to:

Ensure the openness, vulnerability and authenticity our leaders

displayed throughout the crisis continues for the long term

Lead with empathy and kindness - right from the top down

It’s more important than ever to be visionary and inspirational!



Challenge our own assumptions and beliefs and remodel our behaviours

Build on the empowerment and freedom we vested on our people to

continue

Equip our people to thrive through constant change and ever-moving

goalposts

Be comfortable with not knowing all of the answers

Continue to be more innovative, pivot, test and implement things quickly.

Less procrastination!

Discover how to bring our head, heart and gut to our leadership

Learn how to give ourselves - and others - the permission to feel

Equip ourselves and our team to have difficult conversations

Prioritise self-care through this continuing uncertainty

Inspire our people to invest in themselves too

The power of positivity and positive communication
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Empowering Team Connectedness and Culture

In many ways, our teams, organisations and communities have been
brought closer through this crisis. We have all been in this together - facing
new challenges, stress and uncertainties. In the panic, our needs were
stripped back to those fundamental essentials.

Feeling part of a tribe is so essential for both employee and employer. But
as remote and disparate team working becomes a new way of life, and we
hire new people into the team, how do we maintain, and even strengthen
this cohesion?

Finding ways to empower collaboration, innovation and creativity in a

flexible environment

Reminder that it’s physical distancing, not social distancing we need!

Developing social intelligence as a pathway to social connectedness

How to embed new hires into the team and organisational culture

Creating an environment for psychological safety

Ensuring symbols and systems are consistent throughout the employee

experience

How to avoid a new ‘us and them’ mentality between those who choose to

work remotely and those who work in the office

Building a digital community

Discovering new and improved ways to connect and empathise

How do we replicate the ad-hoc temperature checks in a dispersed team

environment and gauge the shadow side of culture?

Modelling behaviours from the top - we can only truly belong to the

collective when we’re comfortable with our own needs and our own stories,

speaking our own truth
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A Focus on Mental Health is More Crucial Than Ever

The events of this year have have continued to blow open the conversation
on mental health. Uncertainty, economic hardship, loneliness, domestic
violence, family dynamics, overwhelm, health anxiety and decision fatigue -
these are just a few of the extreme conditions our people have been
experiencing. At the same time, working from home has enabled these
conditions to be kept under wraps and hidden if we let them.

Our government, business and community Leaders have predominantly
risen to this challenge, investing heavily in programs to manage and best
alleviate these issues, as well as highlighting mental health and reducing
the stigma associated with it. 

But our achievements so far are just the beginning of the journey. The
impacts of this year will release a tsunami of mental health issues ahead.
Many of our people are working at maximum speed and capacity and
haven’t taken leave in 6 months. And we are only 5km into the marathon!

A sustained, preventative and long term focus on mental health will be
essential for our people to thrive going forward:

How to maintain the prioritisation of CARE for people in our workplaces

Acknowledging the needs of our people are constantly changing on an

epic scale

Normalising people’s responses to stress and fatigue - these are normal

responses to an abnormal situation!

Managing the constant and ever changing state of flux – how do we

empower our people to become comfortable with the unknown and not

allow this to manifest in additional anxiety?
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Supporting self-care through an increase in available programs and

communication

Empowering ourselves and other Leaders to tackle mental health head on,

dealing with difficult subjects like grief and domestic violence

Encouraging people to prioritise connection, both professionally and

personally

Equipping everyone to understand the signs of poor mental health

Using guidelines to simplify processes for our people and soften decision

fatigue i.e. around COVID-safe practices

How do we reduce people’s ‘reverse social anxiety’ around transitioning

back into the office? Considering their safety, the different look, feel and

vibe of the environment

Ensuring that people working from home are not choosing to continue to

do so due to anxiety or other mental health issues

How do we best look after and monitor the wellbeing of our people when

we don’t see them in person?

Promoting mindfulness to empower our people to be present and

comfortable with the unknown

Empowering people to build boundaries that manage and prevent

overwhelm

Leaders and employers have taken on a greater role in looking after their

people during the pandemic. How do we build people’s resourcefulness

going forward?
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Renewed Energy for Diversity

These shifts have highlighted the extensive work that still needs to be
done for equality in our workplaces.

Issues around racial and sexual discrimination have been brought into the
limelight this year. Working from home levelled the playing field between
men and women - giving the primary ‘breadwinner’ (commonly a man) a
window of insight into the mental and physical load that the primary
‘caregiver’ (commonly a woman) operated under every single day. In some
cases this led to enlightenment, in others it created even more tension and
frustration at home.

At the same time, the COVID-pandemic highlighted many stigmas and racial
undercurrents that we already had around ethnicity. This was compounded
by the killing of black man George Floyd by a police officer over in the US,
culminating in a global movement of protests and discussion called ‘Black
Lives Matter’.

What does the Black Lives Matter Movement mean for business?

How can we harness the energy of the BLM movement for greater good?

Educating ourselves and other Leaders on racial prejudice

Taking responsibility for how we are all part of the problem - even if you

thought this never applied to you!

Being vulnerable and open to share your feelings and discoveries on

prejudice with the team

What role can workplaces play in levelling the playing field between men

and women, unpaid work and child rearing?

How can we support families and couples challenged with tension around

the division of labour?
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What do we want to take forward as Human
Beings into our #newnormal?

We asked our Thriving Tribe to reveal one thing they’ve been grateful for
throughout this tumultuous year and what practices they’d like to take into
their #newnormal. Finding their answers inspiring and heartwarming
ourselves, we wanted to share them. Perhaps they resonate with you too?
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In these uncertain and challenging times, you’ve told us it’s more important
to you than EVER before to have your incredible Thriving Tribe behind you.
Energising, inspiring and supporting you! 

Our new world requires new ways of thinking, learning, transforming…
and connecting! That’s why this year’s Thriving Workplace Event has been
completely reimagined with your needs front and centre… 

For the first time ever, we invite you to immerse yourself in a hybrid
community that will constantly support YOU over 8 weeks and beyond.
You’ll have the opportunity to connect in-person and online, be inspired by
incredible thought leaders, tackle your own issues in virtual think tanks and
have all of your burning questions answered by your tribe. 

It’s a revolutionary, agile approach to peer-to-peer learning. And one we’d
love for you to join us for! 

Check out www.theserenitycollective.com/thriving for more
information, latest updates and how to join.
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The Thriving Workplace Event Experience
Reimagined

http://www.theserenitycollective.com/thriving


Thank you to Leaders from these incredible
organisations for contributing to this research:
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